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Thanking you for your participation at Maison & Objet, 

Saintluc reminds you of the new    collection 2017  



SL007 / v.166

SL007 / v.533

COACH design Jean-Marie Massaud

COACH is a comfortable and 
generous armchair, featuring soft 
and enveloping lines. The shell in 
linen composit embrace the seat and 
wide backrest, upholstered in leather 
or fabric to give the maximum 
comfort. 
The base is available in two options: 
a light and discreet frame in brushed 
stainless steel, or an elegant 
star-shaped base in stainless steel 
and walnut. For a total relaxing 
experience, COACH is available as 
well with a headrest and a matching 
upholstered footstool. 
“My gratification – explains Jean-Ma-
rie Massaud – is in having created 
for SAINTLUC a properly essential 
product, a new classic…. The epitome 
of comfort as a firm demand, the 
elegance of the “light and responsi-
ble things”, the green technology as 
a new aim”.

SL008 / v.010

SL010 / v.001



SL003

SL005 DUALES design Noè Duchaufour-Lawrance

DUALES perfectly expresses SAINTLUC’s modern vision of  Eco-Design: harmonic combination between 
technology, nature and sensitivity. 
“To me – explains Noè Duchaufour-Lawrance – Eco-Design calls on the good sense of the designer and of 
the consumer, in a vision that conjugates aesthetic and functionality. 
DUALES is an elegant coffee table in linen fibre and solid oak. Made of two overlapping “trays”, it has 
essential and clean lines that evoke lightness and solidity at the same time.
The use of solid oak wood underlines the naturalness of an object that understatedly melts in any ambien-
ce. 

CODET design Jean-Philippe Nuel

Original and creative, the CODET table is named after the eponymous hotel in Paris, to which it has been 
dedicated. The base has organic shapes, hinting at the petals of a just-blossomed flower, or two linen 
leaves swaying in the wind, almost crystallized in such sweet motion. Made of linen fibre, it plays with the 
succession of full and empty, and evidences the technical features of composit: lightness and resistance. 
The glass top enhances the visual delicacy of CODET which, thanks to its discreet and compact lines, is 
ideal for small ambient as well. 
Perfect for contract solutions, CODET offers a poetic viewpoint on the industrial process. 



SL014

SL013 FIELD design Philippe Nigro

Philippe Nigro creates for SAINTLUC a new chair, at once being 
inspired by nature and paying tribute to the fascinating technology 
that – by turning a soft material (linen) into a rigid product - allows its 
production.
FIELD is exactly that: the grooves crossing through its seat and 
backrest evoke farming landscapes and ploughed fields, ready to 
embrace linen seeds. With its essential and soft contours, FIELD 
combines comfort and design: the seat and back are seamlessly 
flowing into one another, being made of a single shell.  
“This project – says Nigro – is made possible by a revolutionary 
savoir-faire that makes it possible to turn a fabric into a structural 
shape and to magnify, in a seat, all its technical and aesthetic 
potentialities. 
At the same time light and resistant, FIELD is available with wood 
legs, for an enhanced natural effect, or with metal legs.



SL015 / v.010A (Outdoor) HAMAC design Jean-Philippe Nuel

HAMAC is almost the manifesto of the technologi-
cal innovation created by SAINTLUC. 
Lured by the chance of giving a contribution to the 
valorization of the linen fiber in the furniture world, 
Nuel Studio has placed the material firmly at the 
core of its project.
The protagonist of this seating collection is linen, 
interpreted in its basic essence. 
The shell of the chairs, in fact, has been conceived 
as a draping on a wooden frame, as if the soft 
fabric is beating under the resin, as if time had 
frozen its motion. The simple, linear wooden frame 
embraces the shell and interacts with its curves. By 
evoking the fabric, the seat abandons its inert 
status, and invites to a pleasing moment of rest. 
Available in three versions (stool, chair and lounge 
chair) the HAMAC collection expresses all the 
charm of the material, and expresses a functional 
aesthetic that combines resistance, strength and 
elegance.
Almost “petrified” in the resin, the linen fiber is 
transformed in an ultra-performing eco-composit. 

SL015 / v.326A (Outdoor)

SL015 / v.T398

SL015 / v.326

SL015 / v.T398A (Outdoor)



SL016 / v.010A (Outdoor) NIL design Jean-Michel Wilmotte

The NIL collection is the result of the desire of magnifying the natural elegan-
ce of the linen composit and, at the same time, to exploit its incredible 
characteristics: lightness and ductility.
As if it was a fabric, the composit “sheet” leans on the slender metal frame, to 
be folded and tilted in an enveloping gesture, giving shape to a comfortable, 
spacious seat.
Playing with the contrast between materials and shapes, the NIL collection 
expresses the delicate relationship between tradition and cutting-edge 
technology. 
In the lounge chair, the discreet elegance of the backrest is enhanced by the 
matt finish of the composit, that gives it a refined touch, almost an invitation to 
a caress. 
In the armchair, the flow of the backrest makes for an intuitive support for a 
blazer, and help the grab. Originally thought for the outdoor, the NIL 
collection dresses in leather for the indoor: a detail that emphasizes the 
sinuous, soft shake and offers additional comfort, thus satisfying the need of 
furnishing domestic or spaces with a matching indoor / outdoor proposal.

SL016 / v.010

SL016 / v.326A (Outdoor) SL016 / v.326

SL004 TOOL design Joran Briand

TOOL is a light, pliable stool, conceived as a mono-block, a homage to the sea 
world: its sensual curves, in fact, are an evident reminiscence of the mooring 
bollards that can be found scattered in ports all around the world. 
Made in composit of Bangladesh jute, TOOL is the first project developed 
within the “Gold of Bengal” programme, a humanitarian initiative aiming at 
developing in Bangladesh the use of this innovative and eco-friendly material, 
with excellent mechanical and technical features, able to substitute fibreglass.
TOOL cann thus be interpreted as the manifesto of the ethical and technolo-
gical vision of SAINTLUC.
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For any further information I’m at your disposal.

SAINTLUC S.R.L.
SS. 96 KM.96+800
70025 Grumo Appula (Ba)
P.I. 07708220723
tel.: +39 0806180101 - fax: +39 0802140686

www.saintluc.fr
info@saintluc.fr
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